
 
Wide Flood and Elliptical 
20 Lights in 1 while adding shatterproof protection for Optimus Round and Cannon

  

June 27, 2014 – Auburn, WA

Vision X Lights to match every application. With the new elliptical and wide flood covers 

for the Cannon and Optimus Round Series, it has never been easier to transform one 

light for any purpose. Designe

of shatterproof polycarbonate and

new covers are available in  in clear, blue, red and yellow.

The elliptical covers provide a horizontally cut beam designed for roadway use, cutting 

down the periphery illumination to keep the light out of the eyes of oncoming traffic.  

This cover maintains stellar distance while ensuring focused light in the areas 

The new wide flood covers provide the ultimate spread, evenly illuminating the area 

directly in front of the light. For work flood lighting or trail applications where a broad 

light spread is needed, the wide flood provides the solution.

 

Wide Flood and Elliptical Beam Pattern Poly-Carbonate Covers
20 Lights in 1 while adding shatterproof protection for Optimus Round and Cannon

Auburn, WA – Now even more options exist for transforming your 

Vision X Lights to match every application. With the new elliptical and wide flood covers 

for the Cannon and Optimus Round Series, it has never been easier to transform one 

light for any purpose. Designed for durability and protection, the new covers are made 

of shatterproof polycarbonate and are fully gasketed to protect from water and dust.

in clear, blue, red and yellow. 

The elliptical covers provide a horizontally cut beam designed for roadway use, cutting 

down the periphery illumination to keep the light out of the eyes of oncoming traffic.  

This cover maintains stellar distance while ensuring focused light in the areas 

The new wide flood covers provide the ultimate spread, evenly illuminating the area 

directly in front of the light. For work flood lighting or trail applications where a broad 

light spread is needed, the wide flood provides the solution. 

Carbonate Covers 
20 Lights in 1 while adding shatterproof protection for Optimus Round and Cannon 

 

Now even more options exist for transforming your 

Vision X Lights to match every application. With the new elliptical and wide flood covers 

for the Cannon and Optimus Round Series, it has never been easier to transform one 

d for durability and protection, the new covers are made 

fully gasketed to protect from water and dust. The 

 

The elliptical covers provide a horizontally cut beam designed for roadway use, cutting 

down the periphery illumination to keep the light out of the eyes of oncoming traffic.  

This cover maintains stellar distance while ensuring focused light in the areas needed. 

The new wide flood covers provide the ultimate spread, evenly illuminating the area 

directly in front of the light. For work flood lighting or trail applications where a broad 



Vision X also has euro, trail flood, and clear covers available in addition to the new 

elliptical and wide flood configurations. That’s 20 different cover combinations for a 

single light! Whether on the trail or the road, the work site or the dunes, Vision X 

polycarbonate covers make switching applications a snap with the Cannon and Optimus 

Light Series.  

ITEM # 

PART # 
(Stock 
Code) DESCRIPTION JOBBER 

PCV-6500BEL 9890609 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER BLUE ELLIPTICAL $30.00  

PCV-6500BWF 9889788 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER BLUE WIDE FLOOD $30.00  

PCV-6500EL 9890616 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER CLEAR ELLIPTICAL $30.00  

PCV-6500REL 9890623 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER RED ELLIPTICAL $30.00  

PCV-6500RWF 9889795 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER RED WIDE FLOOD $30.00  

PCV-6500WF 9889771 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER CLEAR WIDE FLOOD $30.00  

PCV-6500YEL 9890630 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER YELLOW ELLIPTICAL $30.00  

PCV-6500YWF 9889801 6.7" CANNON PCV COVER YELLOW WIDE FLOOD $30.00  

PCV-CP1BEL 9890647 4.5 CANNON PCV BLUE COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1BWF 9890654 4.5 CANNON PCV BLUE COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1EL 9890661 4.5 CANNON PCV PROTECTIVE COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1REL 9890678 4.5 CANNON PCV RED COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1RWF 9890883 4.5 CANNON PCV RED COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1WF 9890562 4.5 CANNON PCV PROTECTIVE COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1YEL 9890579 4.5 CANNON PCV YELLOW COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $19.00  

PCV-CP1YWF 9890586 4.5 CANNON PCV YELLOW COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $19.00  

PCV-OPR1BEL 9890890 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV BLUE COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1BWF 9890906 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV BLUE COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1EL 9890913 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV PROTECTIVE COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1REL 9890920 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV RED COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1RWF 9890937 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV RED COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1WF 9890944 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV PROTECTIVE COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1YEL 9890951 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV YELLOW COVER ELLIPTICAL BEAM $15.00  

PCV-OPR1YWF 9890968 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV YELLOW COVER WIDE FLOOD BEAM $15.00  

 



 

### 

About Vision X Lighting: 
Vision X Lighting, located in Seattle, Washington, was established in 1997 with the 
mission to revolutionize the lighting industry. Since that time, Vision X has created one 
of the largest premium lighting offerings in the world with hundreds of products and 
applications. Now, the military, border patrol, and even NASA have trusted Vision X on 
vehicles that cannot work with second best. Vision's leadership in lighting has landed 
them on the Inc. 500|5000 list for two consecutive years, ranking 563rd in 2013 with a 
799% growth rate in 3 years, 10th overall in manufacturing, and Washington's fastest-
growing manufacturing company. Vision X Lighting's commitment to its customers, 
dealers and product is unsurpassed. www.visionxusa.com 
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